
A MAN TO REMEMBER
Dr John Ignatius O’Connell

1875 - 1962

An account of some incidents in the Doctor’s life,
by his son, Dr Charles O’Connell,

who also provided the picture.

JOHN IGNATIUS O’CONNELL was born in Sydney, Nova Scotia, in 1875, a son of Patrick and Margaret O’Connell.  He
graduated with a B.A. degree from St Francis Xavier University, Antigonish, NS, to win the Governor General’s

Medal.  For a year he was a school teacher in Cape Breton and then went on to obtain his MD, C.M. at Dalhousie
University Medical School in Halifax, NS.  He practiced medicine in his early years in Halifax and St John’s, NL, as
well as in isolated rural areas of Newfoundland like Change Islands, Harbour Breton and Fortune Bay.

He was a “Cape Bretoner” to start with and that’s a pretty good start.  Just think of all those Scots Highlanders
who fled the 18  Century “Highland Clearances” to begin life afresh in the New World with nothing but the clothes onth

their backs, the boots on their feet and the stamina to make it.  “They had neither pole nor paddle, gasoline nor steam
to travel,” as the old song goes.

He was not of Scots heritage but of another Celtic ancestry.  The Scots and the Irish are of similar ilk and kin.
When my father’s Irish ancestors came to Canada about four generations ago they would converse fluently with Scottish
immigrants in their native Gaelic tongue.  His father Patrick O’Connell was a farmer just a few generations away from
Clonmel, Tipperary, who had a sojourn in Prince Edward Island before settling in the Nova Scotia isle of Cape Breton.

IN THE TRENCHES OF WORLD WAR ONE

World War I was at its peak in 1915 when Dr O’Connell heard the call to duty and enlisted in the Royal Canadian Army
Medical Corps with the St Francis Xavier University Field Hospital Unit.  He served with such distinction in the
trenches and battlefields of Passchendaele, Ypres and Vimy Ridge that he was decorated and “Mentioned in Dispatches”
by Field Marshall Sir Douglas Haig in a report to Winston Churchill who was then Secretary of War in London.  Our
family still has that framed document.

Dr John Ignatius O’Connell as a young man
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His memories of the War would linger a lifetime.  He would recall vivid scenes of trench fighting, with soldiers
wounded, bleeding and dying on the battle fields, the stench of dead bodies in flooded trenches with cannon fire
overhead.  The Field Ambulance Hospitals could not save the lives of all the young soldiers who died on the killing
fields of France and Belgium.  The medical corps did what they could.  War was not glory.  War was misery, pain and
death.

Dad told us that on one occasion he was trapped for several hours between the cold earth wall of a trench and
a large rock when he slipped on the wet mud.  He tried in vain to free himself.  He just waited and prayed and said his
Rosary, which he always kept in his pocket, as cannon fire continued all through the night.  It is a miracle that he
survived.  At daybreak a group of soldiers doing their morning rounds found him and pushed the rock away from his
trapped leg.  Then he just went on his way to minister to the wounded.  He always stuck to his post.  For that he was
given the Oak Leaf decoration to add to his other war medals.

As a doctor, he treated the sick and wounded whether they were soldiers of his own Regiment or German
Prisoners of War.  He remembered that the young German soldiers were among his best patients.  They too were just
doing their duty for their country in a war that never should have happened.  As in most wars the instigators were old
politicians miles away from enemy action while they sent the youth out to die on the battle fields.

It was Christmas 1914 when the Canadian and German troops declared a ceasefire and met in “No Man’s
Land” between their trenches in the Ypres Salient to celebrate their Christian festival.  A welcome truce when enemies
became friends for a few hours.  They sang Christmas carols like “Silent Night” in English and in its original German
“Stille Nacht”.  After all, that famous hymn was written by an Austrian priest, Josef Mohr and his choir director Franz
Gruber who had to improvise when the church organ broke down one Christmas Eve.  The young soldiers from both
sides enjoyed the comradeship, the cakes and perhaps a sip of wine.  The next day they went back to their trenches to
shell and kill one another.  The absurdity that is war.

King George V visited the front lines one day when enemy bombs exploded overhead as he inspected the
Canadian troops.  Another gigantic salvo did not alarm him.  My father said that the King just continued his tour with
true British stoicism and without batting an eyelid remarked, “My cousin must know that I am here”.  Kaiser Wilhelm
and King George were first cousins.  Another absurdity of war.

One day during his rounds in the trenches the doctor encountered a young wounded soldier.  “Are you in much
pain?”  he asked.  By the size of the gaping wound in his side, the soldier should have been in severe pain. The doctor
applied pressure, packed the wound with gauze and wrapped a thick bandage around the leg. It wasn’t bleeding much
now.

The teen looked up at the doctor from his stretcher at the bottom of the wet, muddy trench. Sweat poured down
his face. His pulse was weak and fast. He was in shock, but still conscious. The doctor had a supply of morphine in his
field ambulance kit, which helped the pain a bit.

All was not quiet on the Western Front that day. Shells exploded over the trenches with ear shattering bursts.
Shrapnel showered down on the Ypres Salient. The Canadian regiment returned fire over no-man’s land to the German
lines that almost surrounded them. Stretcher bearers risked their lives to remove the soldier and others like him to safety
behind the lines.

The doctor made his rounds in the trenches, moving from one wounded man to another. He did what he could
to relieve pain, to stop bleeding, to dress wounds. Then he assured the wounded men that there was hope for more
treatment back at the base hospital.

Bombs continued to fall. Shells kept exploding. The doctor persevered with his rounds.  Then he was taken by
surprise. As he leaned over a patient to comfort him he felt a gentle tap on his shoulder. A kind, soft-spoken British man
asked: “Captain, would you like a cup of tea and a crumpet?”

The doctor looked up to see a middle-aged man dressed in his impeccable Salvation Army uniform. He carried
a huge teapot, cups, and a knapsack of cakes slung over his shoulder.  The doctor smiled and accepted the gift with
gratitude. It was better than any gourmet banquet. He enjoyed his only break on that day of death and horror.

The services and sacrifices made by the Salvation Army during combat meant a great deal to the troops
overseas.  Salvation Army workers risked their own lives, in churned-up battlefields, to cook and provide comfort.  From
that day forward, and for the rest of his life, the doctor carried a deep respect and love for the brave and selfless
Christian Soldiers of the Salvation Army.

The war left its mark on Dad, without any serious injuries but with a lot of memories.  He had married Florence
Miller of Dartmouth, Nova Scotia before he went overseas.  His wife died in childbirth of his son Miller who was raised
by his Aunt Catherine Lynch in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.
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IN PLACENTIA BAY

After the war Dad returned to Canada and to Newfoundland, then a separate Dominion and the “Cornerstone” of the
British Empire.  He had already fallen in love with  Newfoundland and its people.  He also fell in love with Bridget
Collins of Placentia, where he established a practice for a few years. She was a belle of the town, the daughter of a cod
fisherman and night watchman on the docks. They married in St John’s and returned to Placentia.

He had tales to tell of house calls on the stormy waters of Placentia Bay, of boats almost swamped by high seas
en route to Merasheen Island, that historic home of English, Irish and Scottish settlers  in the late 18th century.  The
fishermen of Merasheen could tell many stories of their struggle to survive on the unforgiving sea.

 The coves and  beaches of  Placentia Bay became a second home to him as he visited Oderin and Presque,
places noted in that famous sea shanty ”We’ll Rant and We’ll roar Like True  Newfoundlanders”.
A poem by a Placentia writer from Dunville, Greg Power, says it best:

Come, Schooner Man, we’ll talk of stormy weather;
Of cold seas, and the lore of little ships;
Of lines and twines, and ways with wood and leather
This land has bred into your fingertips.

We’ll work the wind and tide without misgiving,
We’ll ride the dories over and away,
And listen to the seabird’s wild thanksgiving
Above the trap-berth at the break of day.

THE CURLING YEARS

In 1926 he moved with his family to Curling in the Bay of Islands.  There he served the residents of the Bay as Family
Physician and Medical Health officer for another thirty six  years until 1962.  He was always on call, day and night. 
His “Surgery” was attached to our home.  He would see patients without appointments.  My mother was “on call” too. 
She was his nurse, his helpmate and his guardian angel.

He had another Clinic in Corner Brook West in the S D Cook Building on Broadway which was his base as
Medical Health Officer for the Bay of Islands.  Two Public Health Nurses worked with him in that Clinic.  Nurse Lodge
and Nurse Nellie Earle were loved and respected by  the patients of the Bay of Islands.

Together they immunized children in schools all over the Bay of Islands against diphtheria, measles, mumps,
whooping cough.  He would line up the kids with their sleeves rolled, waiting for “the needle”.  Some kids were terrified
but he tried to calm their panic by getting them to sing songs and shout “Are we downhearted?  No!”  Some would even
giggle when they got the needle.

Even in summertime the waters of Bay of Islands could get rough enough to challenge the skills of any
fishermen.   Many boats were tied up at the wharf that day when the doctor had an urgent call from a Midwife in Lark1

Harbour.

“We have an emergency here.  Mrs Barnes  has been in labour for the past many hours.  She is  exhausted. 
We are afraid that she is going to die. The baby is still moving in the womb.  Please get here as soon as you can,
Doctor.”

The small boats would have trouble getting out to Lark Harbour in that weather. The seas were still rough. Dad
knew a man with a big boat who could help. He phoned the man but his wife said that he is not at home now. His boat
is at the wharf but he went up to Corner Brook.

“When will he be back?” he asked.  His wife did not know.  “Well, I will drive down to the house and wait for
him,” he said, as he started packing his maternity bag with all the necessary forceps, instruments and anaesthetics for
open ether or chloroform inhalation.

He drove down the road to the boat owner’s house, rang the bell and told his wife that he would wait until her
husband came home. 

   In the Bay of Islands it is not unusual for a southeast wind to arise with almost no warning, creating waves several feet high.  Sudden and1

dangerous, it can be more than enough to swamp or capsize a small boat, and it may happen at any time of the year.
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Then a strange thing happened, a mirage perhaps. As the man’s wife said that her husband was not at home
the doctor looked through the hinge in the door and saw a reflection in a mirror.  There was the husband on the other
side of the dining room with his hands covering his face.

For a brief moment there was eye contact and the husband knew he had been seen.  He came out of hiding,
laughed and said, “Well, Doctor, I guess you win!  I know that you must go out the Bay on an urgent call.  I also know
that the seas are very high and there’s a big squall around Frenchman’s Head.  It will be a risk for both of us.”

“Bill, it’s either that or the good woman in Lark Harbour dies giving birth to her baby.  The midwife there says
that she is worried that the lady will not make it.  She may die in obstructed labour.”

“Well, Doctor, if that’s the case, let’s both go and save her.  I’ll get the boat ready.  You wait here and my wife
will give you a cup of tea.”

Bill’s boat was a large motor launch and could stand the worst that the Bay of Islands had to offer.  He had
many years of seafaring behind him.  He knew that he would make it, with great caution, and make it they did.  The trip
out the Bay was a challenge to any seaman, but Bill’s expert navigation got them safely to Lark Harbour and the doctor
delivered Mrs Barnes’ healthy eight pound boy.  Mother and baby did well.

The trip back was better.  The storm had died down to just high winds as the boat splashed its way back to the
Curling wharf.

NIGHT CALL TO LARK HARBOUR

The Bay of Islands was calm that night.  Only the lapping waves broke the silence of the shoreline.  The herring
fishermen of the Bay had done their day’s work, moored their boats and retreated to their harbour homes to enjoy a
fireside chat before bedtime, with perhaps a cup of tea or a drink of rum.  Lamps flickered on Wood’s Island and across
the Humber Arm in Summerside and Meadows.

Another lamp flickered in George Park’s kitchen farther out the Bay in Lark Harbour.  George did not waste
any time chatting or drinking tea or rum.  Not  tonight.  He gulped down his tea and had a bite of hard tack, then dashed
out the door to the wharf where his boat was tied up, motor running, ready to go up the Bay to get the doctor.

Sarah’s pains had started about three quarters of an hour earlier.  The local midwife was already on the scene. 
She expected a normal case as Sarah had never had any trouble with her other five babies. Anyway it would be better
to get the doctor.

George’s four horsepower motor boat echoed in the stillness of the cool Curling night.  As it neared the Oil
Plant Wharf the put-put rhythm slowed to a drifting pace, with a few backfires.  The doctor was already awake.  He had
heard the boat, since he usually slept with one ear open as he had in the past forty years and he knew that someone in
the Bay wanted him.  Again he was “at the ready” just as he had been in the trenches of France when cannon fire was
exploding overhead.

The fishermen had worked a tough day but it was now done and they could relax in the comfort of their homes. 
The doctor had been on the beat since 6am.  His first call that morning was “Come quick, our Cathy’s foamin’ at the
mouth.”  Little Cathy was foaming alright but not from some horrible disease.  She had tried to eat a cake of Sunlight
Soap and then drank water!  Then he received a call that Jim Sparkes was having a heart attack. He had rushed out on
another house call, examined Jim and reassured him that “Your heart is as good as mine, only younger and better”. 
True, he had chest pain, but from pulling his dory up the beach without the usual rollers on the sand.

After such a day, the doctor tried to grab a few winks before the doorbell rang.  But not for  long.  He was
already up and dressed when George Park rang the bell.  George knew from past experience that the doctor would be
waiting, ready for another trip out the Bay.  The doctor’s wife was up too, boiling the kettle and an egg, making a slice
of toast and marmalade.

“I’ll be ready in a few minutes, George.  How’s the Bay out there tonight?” he asked.

“It was blowing a squall off of Frenchman’s Head a few hours ago, but she calmed down a bit.  I think we’ll
have no trouble.  But hurry, Doctor.  Sarah is having the pains coming often enough now.”

The doctor gulped down his egg, toast and tea.  “Thanks Bride,” he said to his wife.  He put on his heavy coat,
oilskins over it, a sou’wester on his head, and grabbed his ‘maternity bag’.

“You should go back to bed, Bride.  Try to get some good sleep.  I don’t know when I’ll be back.”  He kissed
her and rushed out the door with George to face the night, the waves, and another delivery out the Bay.

George untied the reef knot that held his boat to the wharf, pushed out with the long pick pole, started the motor
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and then they were on their way out to Lark Harbour about twenty-five miles down the Bay.

“Here we come, Sarah!” shouted George, with a big grin.

The doctor snuggled in under his heavy overcoat, oilskins and sou’wester in the prow, protected from the wind
by a small roof.  The waters of the Bay were kind that night for a while as they chugged down the Humber Arm, past 
Halfway Point and around the high cliff they call Frenchman’s Head.

And then it started.  It was as if King Neptune himself decided to stir up the ocean with his large trident fork. 
Waves splashed the boat on the windward side as it pitched and rolled but kept on its course.  The doctor knew that
George was a good fisherman and expert with boats in all kinds of seas and weather.  He had experienced his share of
rough seas on the open Atlantic of Placentia Bay when he made house calls to Merasheen Island, Oderin, Red Island
and other ports.  He had braved hazardous trips on heavy seas with wind and waves, sleet and rain, almost as much as
some of the seafaring skippers.  Sailing now with George, he was not alarmed, just a bit concerned.

“Looks like another squall, doctor,” shouted George, over the howl of the winds.  “We may be in for some
rough weather.  Lie low on the bottom of the boat and don’t move around.  Hold on tight to the floor boards.” 

George struggled to keep his small boat on course, but it was in vain. The winds became screaming gales like
the voice of a Banshee, except these sounds were on the ocean and not from the peat bogs of Ireland.  If they had any
sail it would have blown all the way out to Wood’s Island.

“You’re a good sailor, George. You will get us there all right.”  The doctor was trying to reassure himself as
much as George who still fought the tiller to try to keep the boat from crashing on the rocks.  They were already taking
on water, about half a foot deep.  Any more water, the engine would be flooded and they would be left to the mercy of
the storm.  The Acadia engine from Fred Brake’s in Meadows still kept on put-putting along.  They both bailed with
buckets but it seemed futile.  Still the small craft rolled from side to side and pitched its way closer to the shore as the
rocks of Frenchman’s Head loomed dangerously close.

For  a while it seemed that the boat would either be swamped or would crash on the rugged shore.  If they could
only get past that headland of jutting rocks then they would be in the shelter of Frenchman’s Cove.  Suddenly George
stood up, grabbed the pick pole and with one masterful thrust pushed the boat away from the headland, just in time to
keep it from shattering on the seaweed-slimy rocks.  It was that mighty thrust with the pick pole and George’s muscular
arms and strong back that saved the boat and their lives.  The doctor secretly said a prayer and thanked God.  “You are
a hero George.  You did it.  Saved our lives and Sarah and the baby too.”  He thought of that old Royal Navy hymn,
revered also by the United States Navy:

Eternal Father, strong to save,
Whose arm doth bind the restless wave,
Who biddst the mighty ocean deep
Its own appointed limits keep,
O, hear us, when we cry to Thee,
For those in peril on the sea.

Once around Frenchman’s Head waves and wind were quieter in the shelter of the cove.  Now it was full speed
ahead even as the boat continued to take on a bit of water.  The winds were only a subdued Banshee. The pitch and roll
of the boat were less.

After one more hour they tied up at the wharf in Lark Harbour.  George’s teenaged son waited.  “Mom is
having the pains every two or three minutes now, Pop.”

“OK, Bill.  Don’t worry. The Doctor is here.”

Sarah was already exhausted from her prolonged labour.  This time it was different and she knew herself that
something was wrong.  Mrs Barnes, the Midwife, who in the past twenty years had done her fair share of maternity
work, also knew that this would be no routine delivery.  She was glad that the Doctor was there. 

“Sarah has been pushing hard for the past half an hour, Doctor.  But there is no sign of the head.”

The Doctor scrubbed his hands, put on his sterile rubber gloves and asked Mrs Barnes to move the kerosene
lamp closer.  He crouched down to the level of the bed and examined his patient. 

“Mrs. Barnes, I can tell you why you could not see the head.  It’s not there!  The baby is lying sideways.  It’s
called a transverse lie.  It won’t be easy.”  He knew that he would have to perform an internal version.  “Get the
chloroform mask, please, Mrs Barnes.”

He just went ahead and with all the skill of years of experience he rotated the baby in the womb.  The waters
had already broken.  Suddenly a tiny arm appeared.  Then the doctor gently replaced the arm and manipulated the baby
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to rotate the tiny body and then to deliver as a breech.  “It’s a boy!” he exclaimed.  The lusty cry of a healthy baby was
music to any mother’s ears.

In one large and famous hospital in the world specialists would be called in and students from around the globe
would watch in awe as the Master of the Rotunda in Dublin performed an internal version.

Another miracle of birth had taken place on that cool November night in Lark Harbour, without an audience
of medical students from Ireland, England, India, Africa, Canada and America.  The doctor relaxed as Mrs Barnes
caressed the baby, wrapped him in warm flannel and tucked him away next to the happy mother.

“Would you like a nice cup of tea now, Doctor, and a bit of fresh Johnny Cake I just baked today and molasses
to go with it.?” Mrs Barnes asked, with a big smile.

“I would love that, Mrs Barnes,” he replied.

He sat at the kitchen table enjoying his snack, while the midwife attended to mother and baby.  When she
returned to the kitchen, the doctor complimented her on her cooking.  ”That’s good Johnny Cake and the tea is one of
the best brews.  It’s a fine cup of tea.”

“Thank you, Doctor. When I makes tea, I makes tea. When I makes water I makes water...” She smiled with
pride.  The doctor was not sure if she was making a joke so he simply smiled along with her.

“I think I’ll have a little rest now.  Then I will check on our patients before that long boat trip back to Curling,”
the doctor said as he started to move three chairs together.  That would be his bed for his post delivery nap.  There was
no chesterfield in the house.  That would have been a luxury that few people had in those days.  He put a cushion under
his head, pulled his heavy coat over his shoulders, and stretched out for a well deserved sleep.  He never had trouble
getting a few winks: soon he was sleeping like the newborn.

When he awoke he again checked mother and baby.  No serious bleeding.  The womb had contracted and now
felt like a solid grapefruit.  Blood pressure was good.  Baby was doing well, with a normal pink color, sleeping
peacefully at his mother’s breast.

Then it was time to take the long trip back to Curling.  George already had the boat prepared with a full tank
of gasoline.  This time he had a heavy blanket for the Doctor as well as an extra special oilskin to wear over his coat
just in case the seas acted up again.  But the fury of the storm had spent itself. The trip back was smooth and much
better.  Over the years the Doctor had noticed that on the homeward trip the horse would go faster and the trip was
shorter.  Perhaps the horse instinctively knew that his reward was a warm stable and a good feed.  With the boat trip
it seemed to work the same.  Maybe that is why the engine measured in “horsepower”.

Another trip “out the Bay”.  Another night of lost sleep.  Another  delivery to add to the four thousand or more
in the past thirty seven years.  Another fifteen or twenty dollars, if he even charged his fee.  In many cases the patients
could not afford it.  The good Doctor just wrote it off.  It was all worth the time and the effort and the satisfaction of
a job well done.  Sarah had a fine healthy eight pound baby boy to make a happy ending to an otherwise complicated
and dangerous delivery.

A great beginning for Baby Boy Park.  A newborn boy for Lark Harbour.  A fisherman or a sailor or perhaps
a Prime Minister of Canada or a medical scientist who would discover a cure for cancer.  The sky’s the limit for Baby
Boy Park’s future.

The doctor slept well both on the boat trip back home and in his cozy bed in Curling.

POSTLUDE BY DR CHARLIE O’CONNELL

Dad delivered four thousand babies with the help of the local midwives who were always there to assist.  He had the
greatest regard for the ladies who had learned from experience the problems of childbirth.  They would not hesitate to
call him for complicated cases.

The complications that he faced in his years of medical practice in the Bay of Islands could fill a textbook of
Obstetrics.  Cases that at Ireland’s famed Rotunda Hospital in Dublin would require the skills of the Master himself.  The
alarm bells would ring and students from all over the world rushed to the delivery rooms to witness the “Master” perform
a internal version of the baby in the womb, or deliver a breech, or a baby with other  abnormal positions.  These are just
a few of the problem maternity cases that he handled in the Bay of Island all by himself with the help of the local
midwife.

He always had a picture of Christ at the bottom of his maternity bag as a prayer for divine help in his difficult
cases.  He needed all the help he could get in his difficult cases.  He carried on a busy General Practice well into his
eighties.  My brother John and I would drive him on his calls many times.  He always took plenty of time with each and
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every patient, gave them a thorough examination and then usually had a chat and a cup of tea. 

  John was the best chauffeur that Dad ever had because he was great at backing down Allen’s Lane or any
other steep country road if he could not find a good place to turn.

Dad died at his home after a few hospital admissions following intestinal bleeding, probably from a carcinoma
of the bowel .He had many blood transfusions. He could not have survived major intestinal surgery   in those long ago
days. Perhaps if laparoscopic surgery was available he may have made it. Such a surgical method was not even
discovered at that time.  My mother and my sister Elizabeth, his very Special Nurse, gave him all the tender loving care
possible.  At the time of his death the bells of the United Church on the hill were ringing as if to welcome him to his
eternal reward.

At his wake in our home the Knights of Columbus were saying the Rosary prayers when a delegation from the
Loyal Orange Lodge came to pay their last respects.  “We don’t know how to say the Rosary but we will kneel down
and join in to pray for the Old Doc,” said  Mr Bill Stone, the Grand Master of the Lodge in Curling.  This was a true
interfaith spirit which “Old Doc” would have loved.  He had always lived that way.

A memorial letter to The Western Star by Mrs Wheeler, postmistress at Summerside,  Bay of Islands, at  his
death in 1962 says it best:  “I could go on and on until I could fill a book.  From Irishtown to Cox’s Cove and beyond
there must be hundreds who can tell their own experiences of the gentle doctor’s help under all sorts of conditions.  He
came to us in pelting rain, icy sleet and biting cold, on horse and sleigh and often by dog sled.”

He is well remembered in a narrative history of the Bay of Islands by Dr Brian Harley, MD, FRCP, FRCPC,
a Corner Brook internal medical specialist, writer, and graduate of St Mary’s Medical School, London, England, in his
book The Legacy of James Cook : The Story of the Bay of Islands.

There is a street named in his honour: O’Connell Drive, in Corner Brook.  Also the Dr John I O’Connell Centre
in Corner Brook, a chronic care hospital as well as a home for some war veterans, is a lasting tribute to an old soldier
and a dedicated doctor.

Old soldiers never die. They live on in our memories.

Thanks to Dr Charlie O’Connell for this entertaining account
of some of the incidents in the life of his pioneering father,

Dr John Ignatius O’Connell
who served in the Bay of Islands from1926 to 1962.

Dr Charlie, his son, is now retired and lives in Kitchener, Ontario.
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